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Abstract—How to fully apply the characteristics and advantages of light in numerical computation is an important issue that attractsmany
scholars. Thoughmuch research has beendone in this field, how to design and realize specific applications or devices is still an issue to be
solved. Based on this, we present an architecture and implementation method of modified signed-digit (MSD) optical adder from the point
of applicability. In the implementation, we fully consider the different procedures of the MSD addition which including optical logical
operation, results decoding, special storage area design, data feedback, control of light path, etc. Meanwhile, we also introduce pipeline
mechanism which guarantees that the addition operation is an automatic and continuous process. This is a carry free adder design
method which guarantees the addition has high data throughput. It is very suitable to fulfill the large-scale numerical computation. The
experiment shows, the MSD adder not only has a reasonable and correct design, but also has high throughput rate, can work efficiently
and steadily.

Index Terms—Modeling of computer architecture, system architectures, integration and modeling

1 INTRODUCTION

THE high speed and multidimensional parallelism charac-
teristics of light make optical computing have many

advantages over electrical computing. This has attracted
many researchers setting their focuses on the study of optical
computer since the electronic computer was invented [1], [2].

However, most of the research on optical computer is
mainly focused on the logical calculations. Little work was
reported on the numerical computation field. One of the
important reasons is that no optical adder with high parallel-
ism had been designed successfully.

Although the design of adder is quite ripe and has been
widely used in electronic computers, we cannot just apply
the design method in electronic computer to the optical one
because of the big difference between them. This encourages
a lot of scholars to work on the design of adder from optical
aspect. Take trinary number system (MTN) as an example,
much research has been done on it, especially on mixed
modified signed-digit number system. In 1990, A. K. Ghosh
et al. proposed an optical model based on the modified
trinary number system (MTN) [3]. They combined logic
gates with orthogonal states of polarisation and used shad-
ow casting for logical operations. Maiti et al. also did inter-
esting research on MTN. They proposed a conversion
scheme from binary number to its MTN form using all-
optical material [4]. In 2008, A. K. Ghosh et al. designed the
half-adder and full adder circuits to complete the opto-
electronics system [5]. Cherri used Mach-Zehnder intere-
rometer to design circuits for representing the trinary values

with the negabinary modified signed-digit number and
proposed the all-optical NMSD adder [6].

Also, a lot of research is based on the opticity of light.
Zaghloul et al. designed a binary adder using a kind of optical
polarized processor. The adder could be used for logical
calculation [7]. Chattopadhyay et al. designed circuit for
converting numbers between binary, ternary and quaternary
logical systems under the help of a polarization converter and
a polarization isolator. This kind of circuit will be of great
importance for applications in a future multivalued proces-
sing system [8]. A. K. Ghosh et al. also put forward their
solution to convert three-valued logic to multivalued logic
using Savart plate and spatial light modulator (SLM) [9]. In
2009, Chattopadhyay et al. introduced a new conception:
Galios field (GF) algebraic expressions for multivalued logic.
Theydeveloped an adderwith four valued logic circuits in all-
optical domain [10]. And they used non-linearmaterial-based
interferometric switches to design and implement the con-
verter which can transform quaternary-signed digit number
to its binary counterpart [11].

Different the study mentioned above, some researchers
also useddifferent kinds of light amplifiers towork on adders.
Kim et al. designed an optical half adder with semiconductor
light intensity amplifier [12]. Iftekharuddin et al. implemen-
ted a signed-digit adder using electronically addressable
spatial light modulator [13]. Sun et al. from Changchun
Institute of Optics put forward a space position based logic
encoding strategy based on optoelectronic interconnect net-
work. Directed by the strategy, they built a parallel MSD
adder and subtracter [14]. Scaffardi et al. realized a full binary
addition based on semiconductor optical amplifier [15]. Han
et al. did some experimental study on all-optical half-adder
basedon semiconductor optical amplifier [16].Qian et al. from
Shanghai Institute of Optics proposed digit-restricted MSD
algorithm based on symbol substitution concept [17]. Li et al.
presented parallel optical negabinary signed-digit computing
algorithm and the optical implementation method [18].
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To numerical computation of ternary optical computer
(TOC), our team has also done a lot of research from many
aspects. TOC is an experimental platform system our team
made and is used for researching in optical fields. Wang et al.
studied carry-free vector matrix multiplication based on the
ternary optical platform we designed [19]. Their work and
experiment verified that the ternary optical platform was
suitable for numerical computation. He et al. discussed the
addition procedure and light path structure, which proved
that structure of light path is feasible for addition operations
[20]. But they didn’t give a scheme on how to store the
intermediate data in the process of logic transform and con-
tinuous addition solution. Liu et al. focused on a simple MSD
addition model and verified the correctness of optical addi-
tionwith experiment [21]. Theydiscussed the logic transforms
of MSD addition. However, they still failed to discuss the
issues such as special data area, feedback and continuous
work guarantee and so on. Jin et al. analyzed and discussed
the principles and architecture concept ofMSD adder in TOC.
Specifically, they were mainly focused on the basic principle
on how to process data with huge number of bits with MSD
addition [22]. That is, the data can be combined or cut in the
process of MSD addition.

All these research is the theoretical basis and foundation for
design and implementation of MSD optical adder, they have
demonstrated the feasibility from different aspects of imple-
mentation of the optical adder on the optical logic platform.
However, they did not realize the adder. This is what this
article comes to. From the aspect of practical use, we worked
out how to design and implement a MSD optical adder that
can continuouslywork. Also, how the data of addition should
be stored and reused is taken into consideration.

Meanwhile, Song et al. proposed a kind of one-step MSD
adder using the symmetric encoding form of MSD numbers
[23]. However, the adder needs symmetric MSD numbers as
input. This means that the augend and addend should be
transformed into the symmetric MSD format from other
format before the addition process starts. Unfortunately, in
thiswork, the authors didn’t discuss the implementation issue
of the data format transformation. If the transformation is a
serial process, the one-step method will have no advantages
over other MSD method.

The rest of this article is arranged as below. Section 2
describes related works of our MSD optical adder. Section 3
presents the whole architecture and design of optical adder
based onMSD algorithm. Section 4 shows the specific experi-
ment and analysis. Section 5 makes the conclusion remarks.

2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 Modified Signed-Digit Number System and
Its Addition

MSD number was first proposed by Avizienis in 1961 [24].
And Bocker et al. provided theMSD number system based on
MSD number and first applied it to optical computing in 1986
[25]. In the MSD number system, any number x can be
represented by Eq. (1):

where denotes . Different from other number system, in
MSD, a number (except 0) has more than one forms of
representations. For example,

and

From the example, it can be seen that the MSD number
system has the following characteristics:

The opposite number of any MSD number can be
obtainedbyapplyingNOToperationoneachbitofnumber.
If the highest bit is positive, then the MSD number is
positive, vice versa. So when presenting a negative num-
ber, we need not an extra sign bit.
MSD is a number system with redundancy.
MSD treats positive and negative numbers as the same
while its addition and subtraction are carry-free. This
means that a number in this number system can be
expressed with different forms.

Considering the real application requirement of the TOC,
we useMSD number system as the foundation when discuss-
ing the design of MSD adder.

MSD addition is a carry-free addition based on MSD
number system with five steps of operations. Each operation
is a logical transformation. These transformations are T,W, ,

and T2. Step 1 and 5 are the same logical operation. And
these logical operations follow the truth table as shown in
Table 1 [19].

Because transformation T andWare independent, they can
be executed inparallel. For the same reason, transformation
and can also processed in parallel. In Fig. 1, we apply the
parallelism of the logical transformations and five logical
calculations can be implemented and simplified into three
steps. The detailed logical operations are described in
Section 3.4.2. Formore details about principles ofMSD adder,
we recommend the interested readers refer to the literature
[22], [26].

2.2 Framework of Ternary Optical Computer
From system aspect, the architecture of TOC can be divided
into light source, encoder, processor, decoder and monitor
system, as shown in Fig. 2.

Encoder mainly answers for encoding natural light from
source into three-valued optical signals which serve as the
input of the system. Processor focuses on execution optical

TABLE 1
Truth Tables for T, W, , Transformations
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operations. The structure of encoder and processor is shown
as Fig. 4 and they are kind of LCD-polarizer structure. These
two parts are both consist of liquid crystal arrays (L1, L2, and
L3) and polarizers (VP1, VP2, VP3, VP4, VP5, HP1, andHP2).
Polarizers include two kinds: VPmeans vertical polarizer and
HPmeans horizontal polarizer, thus the corresponding lights
can pass through. Decoder consists of a series of photorecep-
tors which convert optical signals to electronic ones. The
converted signals are more suitable for output and display
on the electronic computer. The monitor systemmonitors the
encoder, processor and decoder while doing some verifica-
tions. All of these parts are realized in the hardware control
component of TOC as shown in Fig. 3. The upper part of the
figure is for encoder and processor. The below part is for
decoder. And the monitor system uses a bridge to connect
these two parts to monitor and examine their data. Details of
TOC are presented in literature [27]–[29].

The process of addition involves encoder, processor,
decoder and the monitor system. The details of designing
the optical adder and the relations among these modules will
be discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

Functionally, the processor of the TOC consists of two
parts: one is themain light path (MLP) and the other is control
light path (CLP). Both of these two parts are consist of liquid

crystal array, but they have different polarizers on them.
Liquid crystal array of the main light path is divided into
four areas (HH, HV, VH, VV), and that of control one is
divided into two areas (H, V), as shown in Fig. 5.

3 DESIGN OF MODIFIED SIGNED-DIGIT OPTICAL
ADDER

3.1 System Framework and Structure
Considering the working process, the MSD optical adder
consists of seven modules as it shows in Fig. 6.

User interaction module is used for receiving input from
userswhich serves as the operands of the system. Thismodule
is implemented and controlled with PC which can fully exert
the advantages of electronic computer.

Encoding control module collects operands and decoding
feedback information from the main light path, encodes and
sends them to two operationmodules as input. For the details
about encoding, please refer to literature [29]. Operation
control module transfers the control signals to the main light
path operationmodulewhile receivingdata fromcontrol light
path decoding feedback module. In order to use the charac-
teristic of parallelism of optical computation, we chose FPGA
as controller to realize encoding control module and opera-
tion control module in our design.

The main light path operation module tries to execute
operations under given control signals under the help from
the control light path operation module. Of course, all the
operations are logical ones. Physically, both the main light
path operation module and the control light path operation
module have the same structure, consisting of liquid crystal
andpolarizer. Themain light path decoding feedbackmodule
and control light path decoding feedback module answer for
decoding the corresponding results from two different paths
and send them to the encoding control module and operation
control module. When the addition operation is over, the

Fig. 1. Procedures of the MSD addition.

Fig. 2. Architecture of ternary optical computer.

Fig. 3. The hardware control component of TOC.
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main light path decoding feedback module also sends the
final results out as output to the user interaction module. All
feedback modules are implemented on ARM9.

The addition process works as the following steps and it is
realized by LCD-polarizer structure. First, get the operands
from encoder and send them to the main light path and
control light path as input. The calculation result is decoded
and sent to a special data storage area where the data will be
calculated and feedback to the main light path and control
light path. This processwill last forfive times until all the logic
transformation T, W, , and T2 have finished. The final
result obtained after transformation T2 is the result of addi-
tion.Weuse light to carry the information of operands and the
result.

As the addition needs three steps even with execution in
parallel, continuity is very important. That is the immediate
results obtained from the last step should be used as input
of the next step. To guarantee the addition process work
smoothly, we design a special data area. This area is used to
store the information of encoding controlmodule, the decoded
immediate data, and organizing feedback data which can
guarantee the feedback information can be drawn automati-
cally in thewhole process of addition. In addition, it also needs
a proper and correct mapping method between feedback area
and encoding area to guarantee data can be transferred con-
sistently and correctly.

3.2 Design of Special Data Storage Area
Special data storage area is of great importance for continuous
and efficient work of MSD adder. To clearly explain the
design, we first present the design of the special encoding
data storage area, then discuss about the intermediate results
transition in Section 3.3, and finally give the description of the
design of the feedback storage area in Section 3.4.

In our TOC, ARM9 is used to receive encoding data and
handle feedback data and Friendly ARMMini 2440 is chosen
as the development tool. It has two kinds of startup ways:
NOR startup and NAND startup. What we use is NAND
startup.

We have used two 64MB sdrams and joined them together
as 128MB data storage area. The addresses of the two sdrams
start from 0x30000000 and 0x38000000 respectively. Take the
sdram on nGCS6 as an example, the allocation scheme of
64 MB is shown as Table 2.

To guarantee the exactness of operations, in the design,
download area is not used, butwe start allocating the address
from 0x31000000.

3.2.1 Main Light Path Encoding Data Storage Area
Now the LCD of the processor has 576 pixels, that is, it can
process 576 bits data once. Considering the characteristic of
light, the number of the data-bit that can be processed each
time will be increased in the future. In the design, we have
fully considered the future extension and left five address
lines for this purpose. This indicates that the maximum
number of data-bit the future system can process will be 32
times bigger than that of today’s. With the structure we put
forward, the system can be used in the future without any
change for the special data storage area.

To avoid the extra calculation of addresses,we separate the
four areas to extend. To implement this, we allocate the 32
times space for each area, and then divide them respectively.
The addresses are continuous and linear. This guarantees the

Fig. 6. MSD optical adder modules flowchart.

Fig. 4. Encoder and processor structure.

Fig. 5. Optical processor light path division.
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minimum cost is spent for addressing. Fig. 7 shows the
address division strategy.

Because a pixel relates to 2 bytes data, each area has
bytes (one time). We notice that one LCD of

the processor has 576 pixels, however only 512 pixels are used
in the real applications. With the extension, the largest size is

bytes (32 times). And all the extended
areas are allocated with the same manner. Following we will
only discuss one area with 144 bytes as an example.

Focusingonone area andnot considering the extension,we
divide the optical processor intofive small partitions: T,W, ,

, T2, so-called calculation subareas. In each subarea, the
number of LCDpointmust be times of 8. Since ,we
choose 24 bytes in each small partition as working area.
And leave bytes for non-redundant area
(8 bytes) and redundant area (16 bytes). The redundant area is
also divided into five calculation areas, and left 3 bytes.

Fig. 7 shows the extension of the calculation areawherewe
use different sizes for the these areas. Assume we enlarge N
times, each areas are then X bytes, < . It can infer that

bytes (N times). Each calculation area is of
size bytes, and Y should be
times of 8.

TakeHHarea as an example. Each calculation area is of size
bytes, and finally left pixels’ length is

bytes among which the non-redundant area con-
tains bytes, the redun-
dant area contains bytes.

Actually, addresses calculation is done at the initialization.
And there is only little cost for the calculation.

3.2.2 Control Light Path Encoding Data Storage Area
Control path is implemented with another mini 2440 embed-
ded development board. Fig. 8 shows the storage and the
main difference between control and main light path is that
control light path only has data of two areas: H, V.

3.3 Intermediate Results Transition
TOC uses horizontal, vertical polarized light and dark state
(H, V and W), three states of light, to express the ternary
information, recorded as 1, , 0. Special data storage area
contains these ternary data. To fully apply advantages of
electronic computer, ternary information should be expressed
with two values. This is the reasonwhywe need to obtain the
transition intermediate results.

Decoder of MSD optical adder is aimed at decoding each
area’s results based on the states of liquid crystal and polar-
izer. Two bits are needed for representing one bit ternary
information. We have two different ways to detect the inter-
mediate results and transit them as shown in Fig. 9. S repre-
sents the source light, WP is the abbreviation of Wollaston
prism, D, D1, D2 are the photodetectors, E is a kind of
electrooptic modulator, such as LCD, and A is analyzer, such
as horizontal polarizer. In (a), we useWP to seperate light into
a pair of orthogonal linearly polarized light (V andH lights). If
D1 and D2 output no signals, V and H lights should be dark
state, thus S is dark state and it means it’s 0 in ternary. If D1
outputs signalwhileD2does not, itmeans S should be vertical
polarized light, that is in ternary and vice versa. However,
(b) shows another scheme of transition. Assuming that A is

TABLE 2
Default Storage of 64 MB ARM Sdram

Fig. 7. Main light path encoding data storage.
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vertical polarizer, if we add control signal to E in the latter half
of signal cycle andmake it turn light polarized direction for 90
degree, then we observe the result. If D always outputs no
signal in one signal cycle, it meanswe receive 0 in ternary. But
if we have output in the first half of cycle, we get vertical
polarized light while having output in the latter one indicates
it’s horizonal polarized light.

Among our four areas, HH area and VH area output H
light or W light, while VV area and VH area output V light or
W light. It is the decoder that converts optical signals into
electrical ones. Table 3 shows the relationship of themain and
control light path decoding signals and H light represents
horizontal polarized light while V light represents vertical
polarized light.

From the last two columns, it can easily find out that the
calculation formula of decoding follows this rule:

, . For more details
about decoding theory and technology, we would like to
recommend interested readers look up literature [28] for
reference.

3.4 Design of Feedback Control
Feedback strategy is the key ofMSD optical adder. In order to
realize carry-free calculation, it is a need to send back the
intermediate data to encoding control module and operation
control module as the input of next logical operation. The
following is about the design of the feedback data storage area
and feedback control strategy.

3.4.1 Feedback Data Storage Area
Feedback control module of adder has two parts: the main
light path feedback module and control light path feedback
module when considering data storage.

Main light path feedback:Among the feedback data, one
LCD point relates to 2 bytes data, so whenwe use a LCDwith
512 valid pixels, each subarea contains bytes
and can extend to 32 times. The address begins from
0x33F00000 as Fig. 10.

The basic principle of division is that we keep correspond-
ing extension spacebasedon thenumber of extensible address
lines, so that the start addresses of each subareadonot change,
which will be convenient for later use.

Calculation described in Section 3.3 together with data
feedback is very important for the system.

Consider the efficiency of the calculation and transfer, we
use subarea as a unit and DMA as data transmission channel.
This can much increase the data processing efficiency and
highly reduce the times of opening and closing DMA chan-
nels. So, we allocate another subarea as the buffer of transfer.
Particularly, its size is 24 bytes.

Control light path feedback: Control light path feedback
data is the same as that of the main light path, but it only
contains feedback data from H, V areas as shown in Fig. 11.

3.4.2 Feedback Control Strategy
According to the rules of operations in MSD digital system, it
needs three steps which include five logical operations to
complete a carry-free addition. Among these steps except last
one, we take the indirect results as the new input of the next

TABLE 3
Relationship of Decoding Signals

Fig. 8. Control light path encoding data storage.

Fig. 9. Two different structure of transition.
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step. That is a feedback strategy, and when we go to the last
step, we only send the final results to user interactionmodule.

Feedback control is carried out as follows andmore details
please refer to the literature [22]:

Get operands , from encoding control and operation
control module.
Apply T, W to , bit by bit. The result of T is and the
result of W is .
Append one 0 to the tail of , and this is .
Apply , to , bit by bit. The result of is and the
result of is .
Append one 0 to the tail of , and this is .
Apply T2 to , bit by bit. The result is the final result of
the addition.

The adder adopts the line stream structure to the opera-
tions, please see Fig. 12. Due to the pipelining process, we are
able to let operandsAandBdo their T,W transformationfirst.
And then operand A and B go to , transformation while
we can get operand C and D from input and apply T, W
transformation on them. In the next step, T2 transformation is
used for operand A and B while operand C and D is working
on , transformation. Finally, only one cycle is need for

two pairs of operands to add. In this procedure, ARM is
responsible for delivering feedback data to FPGA, and FPGA
realizes the distribution and implantation accordingly
through the hardware logical circuit. Mapping between the
special data storage area of ARM and data storage of FPGA
will be shown in Section 4.2.

4 EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

Based on hardware structure and storage design of MSD
optical adder we discussed above, we have done experiments
to verify the validity, effectiveness and reliability of data
transfer. First, we focus on reading in encoding data and
outputting feedback data, which provides the function of
large-scale data transfer. Next, we present the adding results
on stroke segment LCD, and this is the essential part to
guarantee correctness.

4.1 Verification of Data Transfer
To transfer encoding data to MSD special data store area
correctly is the key to our addition process. ConsideringMSD
optical adders outputs are parallel and multi-data bits, we
choose DMA to copy data by blocks, so that the data trans-
mission will be high efficiency.

It mainly has these three steps below:
AssignDMA interrupt handling function, set registers for
both the source and destination, the transfer times, trans-
fer mode and other basic parameters.
Send DMA transfer request signal to CPU, wait for CPU
to release the bus, then DMA uses bus to control data
transfer between two storage areas.
After the transfer, end the interrupt request signal.

Among these, core function is void (int ch, int
srcaddr, int dstaddr, int tc, int dsz, int tsz). Ch shows passage-
way number of DMA, srcaddr and dstaddr represent source
address and destination address, tc is transfer times, dsz
shows types of transfer ( : byte, : half word,

: word, : no assigned), tsz shows how much
data is transferred each time( : once a time, : four
a time).

For example, we execute (0, 0x31000000,
, 0x800000, 0, 0), that is to say, we use

channelDMA0, copydata from0x31000000H to 0x31800000H

Fig. 10. Main light path feedback data area.

Fig. 11. Control light path feedback data area.

Fig. 12. Continuous working of addition.
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(length is 80000H). Transfer is byte by byte and each time one
data type is transferred, totally 80000H times. After transfer,
we simply add all the data in source address and in destina-
tion address, then compare them tomake sure ifDMAtransfer
is correct. If two results don’t match, it’s failed. After running
the code, we have results as below:

Result:

So, we can see clearly that data transfer is valid. For more
accuracy, Section 4.2 describes how we use stroke segment
LCD to do verification.

4.2 Verification of Addition Process
In order to guarantee our MSD optical adder is well designed
and works well, we first need to make sure the feedback
strategy is sound. The mapping relationship between ARM
and FPGA is shown in Fig. 13. Among all the bits of our
multiple bits addition, three continuous bits are chosen for

verification. Their addresses on ARM are from 0x33F00111 to
0x33F00113. After mapping to FPGA, addresses are from
191H to 193H.

Stroke segmentLCD is chosen for experimentaluse for three
reasons. First, the LCD can change lights’penetrating status by
90 degree if added signals on it, therefore fitting ourmethod of
using horizontal andvertical lights. Second, the control of LCD
is static, it means that we can use seperate segments for
different light path areas easily. Finally, stroke segment LCD
has advantages in observing and tracing the experimental data
conveniently for humaneyes. So, considering these factors, our
LCD doesn’t have very quick switching speed or real-time
reponse against other kinds of LCDs. However, the MSD
optical adder does not choose LCD in implementation. For
experiment, stroke segment LCD we used is quite cheap and
suitable. In real applications, any high performance LCDs can
be selected thus producing even better results of our adder.

Here we take two examples to verify the MSD optical
adder. First, operand A of these three bits is W, H, W lights,

Fig. 14. LCD structure.

Fig. 13. Mapping from FPGA address to ARM data storage area.

Fig. 15. Outputs of WHW lights adding WHH lights.
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representing 0, 1, 0 in ternary. And operand B is W, H, H
lights, representing 0, 1, 1 in ternary. Each bit is output as a bit
of stroke segment LCD. Fig. 14 shows the LCD structure.
Among these segments, D, E, F are used for displaying three
bits accordingly.

Fig. 15 shows the results of WHW lights adding WHH
lights. Each bit lightened shows light penetrates this area. In
the figure, one stripe including four areas is an intermediate
result shown as (a) and (b), while (c) is the final answer. Each
intermediate result except c is needed as the input of next step.
Finally, lights penetrate VV,VHarea, that is, segmentD, E has
H light and segment F has V light. So, these three bits output
H, H, V lights, representing 1, 1, in ternary. Obviously,

equals
.

The second example shows that the experiment can be
repeated and nowwe use four bits to do verification. TakeW,
V,W,H lights as operandA, representing 0, , 0, 1 in ternary.
And operand B isW, V,W,W lights, representing 0, , 0, 0 in
ternary. Meanwhile segment C is used for representing the
highest bit. FromFig. 16, it can be easily recognized that lights
penetrate VV, VH area, and segment C, E, F has V,H, V lights.
The result is V, W, H, V lights, representing , 0, 1, in
ternary. Because

equals
. Therefore, these two examples prove that our adder

can give out the correct answer of addition, demonstrate the
correctness of the design and implementation.

Through the experiments mentioned above, we prove the
validity of continuous and parallel handling capacity and
effectiveness of data feedback strategy. We also use actual
data test on stroke segment LCD. These results show that the
design of the structure of the adder is feasible and correct. It
can be used to MSD optical adder in the TOC which is very
important for the numerical applications.

5 CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of optical calculation feature and principles of
redundancy addition, this article proposed anoverall solution
of TOC’s MSD adder and its hardware structure. We take full

consideration on somekey components ofMSDoptical adder,
such as special data store area, data feedback part, light
path control system, and combine these components with
embedded system to realize the adder which can automati-
cally completes data feedback and keep continuous usage
of addition. Finally, the experiments showour adder is correct
and reasonable. Furthermore, they illustrate the feasibility
of MSD optical adder’s architecture and lay a solid
foundation for future optical computer applying numerical
computation.
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